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Abstract

This paper addresses an important issue in Model-based coding, namely, how to extract the facial texture. The
traditional method is to utilize a cyber scanner to get the user’s facial texture together with personal 3D head
model, and use the extracted texture and model in model basedcoding. It is an expensive and complicate method.
In this paper, we suggest to use sample based method to incorporate both motion extraction and facial texture
extraction within one coding loop. This is proved to be an effective and cheaper way for developing Model based
coding system.
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1 Introduction

Model-based coding (MBC) is a promising video coding technique aiming at very low bit rate video transmissions
[3]. Major contributions in this field include [8][2][4]. The idea behind the technique is to parameterize a talking
face based on a 3D face model. Parameters describing facial movements and texture information are extracted at
the transmitter side. The extracted parameters are then sent to the receiver to synthesize the talking head. Very
high compression is achieved since only high-level, semantic motion parameters are transmitted.

The quality of the synthesized video is mainly up to the quality of texture mapping, which in turn is determined
by the extracted model information and facial texture. Texture mapping were firstly introduced into MBC in later
80s [8],[2], after that did people realize the potential usage of MBC.

The traditional method of personal texture extraction often include the following steps [6]:

• Uses laser scanner to get 3D model shape.

• Uses cyber scanner to get facial texture, which ”unwrap” thefacial image from a cylindrical coordinates
onto a 2D plane (as shown in Fig. 1). This is often referred as 2.5D texture.

• The 3D model is projected onto cylindrical coordinated for fitting.

Figure 1: The facial texture used in MBC is often extracted with help of a cyber scanner.

In traditional method of texture extraction, texture is estimated from huge amount of data such as images got
by cyber scanner. This method is often tend to be expensive and complicated due to expensive equipments (such
as range scanner, cyber scanner), careful image registration, well-controlled environment, etc.

In this paper, we suggest to use sample based method for texture extraction. The extraction of motion param-
eter and texture parameter are performed in one coding loop.This method is easier and cheaper to implement
without degrading the performance of synthesis video.

2 Texture in MBC

The problem of extraction of texture could be defined as: given the collection of images (from different views
with known parameters), compute for each pointm on the face model its texture colorT (m). The texture value
T (m) at each point on face model is a combination of the scanned images [7]:

T (m) =

∑
k gk(m)Ck(xk,yk)∑

k gk(m)
. (1)

TheCk is the color at each pixel of thek-th image, and(xk,yk) are the image coordinates of the projection ofm
onto thek-th image plane. Thegk(m) is the weight ofk-th image which specify how to ”blend” the images for
the texture. The key of texture extraction is to calculate the ”blending” function which specify the weights of
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scanned images, this often involve the registration of the 3D model with images and interpolation of texture for
pixel. This is an expensive and complicate process, in many cases, the human involvement is inevitable. Since
the synthesized video quality is largely depended on the extracted texture, it is a key step in MBC system.

In traditional MBC scheme, the block diagram of the analysisprocess which happens at encoder side is shown
in a as in Fig. 2. The texture extraction is often done off-line. When analyzing video for the motion parameter,
often a Analysis-by-synthesis (ABS) method is used. The extracted texture information is involved in the analysis
process at the encoder side, as shown in Fig. 2.

 

3D motion 
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Input 
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data 
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Figure 2: The traditional MBC scheme at encoder side. The texture image is extracted from scanner image
sequence off-line. When the input image is subjected to a 3D motion estimator, the texture information is often
utilized.

This method has proved to be expensive and complicate. Givensome sample images, one alternative scheme
for texture extraction is shown in Fig. 3. The 3D motion estimation and the texture extraction could be performed
jointly within one coding loop. The difference compared to the traditional way is that the intermediate step of
producing a normalized texture is dropped. By ”normalized”we mean that the texture is unchanged when used in
MBC system. This change is mainly due to the consideration ofdrop the constraint of using expensive equipment
to acquire the texture information. The texture extractionis now based on some sample images. To compare
the properties of these two scheme, we assume that both scheme use same sample images, input image and face
model. We refer the traditional method as ”separate” methodwhere texture extraction is separated from usage.
And we refer the suggested one as ”jointed” method.

3 Motion estimation and texture extraction using ABS

In order to jointly estimate the 3D motion parameter and texture parameters, some pre-knowledge about the face
model has to be got. In our mind, this could be done off-line, where the user’s face model is acquired and the user
could perform some manual fitting of the face model on sample images to produce some template images (with
known face pose parameters).

This knowledge could then be used in a ABS method to estimate the 3D motion parameters of the face object,
given a new input face image. Different ABS methods are available for such task.
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Figure 3: The new MBC scheme at encoder side. The input image is subjected to motion estimation and texture
mapping within the same coding loop.

3.1 Motion estimation with analytical ABS

In ABS method, to estimate the motion parameterp, it is possible to warp a template imageI0 according to the
guessed parameterp, thussynthesize an imageI0(W(x;p)). An error function is then defined to evaluate the
discrepancy between the warped imageI0(W(x;p)) and the input imageIt(X):

E(p) =
∑

x

[It(x)− I0(W(x;p))]2 (2)

Let
e = It(x)− I0(W(x;p)) (3)

denote the error image. The goal is toanalyze the motion parameterp which minimize the error function, thus
comes the name ”Analysis-by-synthesis”. The ”warping” functionW(x;p) is the transform is in fact the ”texture
mapping” in graphics literatures. Since the pixel valuesI(x) at pixelx are in general non-linear, the problem is
in general a non-linear optimization problem. The widely used method for solving this problem is through an
iterative way. Suppose the initial guess of the parameter attime t is known aspt, instead of try to solvep directly,
the iterative method try to solve the increment to the parameter ∆p, thus the following expression is minimized
with respect to the parameter∆p:

∑

x

[It(x)− I0(W(x;p+ ))]2 (4)

the parameters are updated:
pt+1 = pt +∆p. (5)

The key is then how to find the∆p in each iteration. A typical method is to use the Gauss-Newton gradient
descent algorithm to solve this problem.

The analytical method is a suitable tool for tracking problem. Different analytical methods have been suc-
cessfully used for model based 3D motion tracking in video [7][5].
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3.2 Motion estimation with sABS

Although the analytical method often has its sound theoretic base, the implementation of analytical method has
been found week to difficult motion such as expression [7]. The main reason is that in deduction of the analytical
method, there are a lot of factors that are hard to model into the analysis accurately.

The key of each iteration in ABS is to calculate the updating of parameters∆p. It is possible to first ”produce”
the ∆p and check if it lead to a better fitting, and decide if this ”produced” ∆p should be accepted, this is a
perturbation based method. The performance of this method is largely depended on the perturbation scheme.

Most calculation is spent in the warping process, or the texture mapping process. The fast developing com-
puter graphics nowadays can do the texture mapping by hardware with extremely high speed. The texture map-
ping within the ABS could thus be done using the computer graphics technique. The warping could happens in
hardware (i.e. graphics card).

.

D
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Figure 4: Motion estimation using ABS with Simulated Annealing (sABS).

There is no need for explicit calculation of∆W
∆p as done before. The parameter estimating is carried out in

following turn:
∆p → ∆E → ∆p (6)

thus is much more simpler and efficient. Depend on whether the∆p is accepted, the final parameter updating is
∆p or 0 as depicted in the figure. The perturbation∆p is produced by a random number generator.

In order to guarantee a global optimal solution, the scheme of this random number generator is the key. The
well-known Simulated Annealing (SA) is embedded in the searching loop for the∆p, and the ABS with SA is
shorted as sABS in later parts in this paper. The sABS method is shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Jointly texture extraction

Using sABS the motion parameter of the moving face could be extracted. With a little modification the texture
parameter could also be extracted at the same time. The overall scheme is shown in Fig. 5.

The sample images with known face pose are used in each codingloop. They are used for two purposes.
First, each sample image is used in the sABS step to estimate the motion parameters (rotation, translation) of the
face object, Fig. 5 shows a example of using three sample images. Then, a least-square (LS) solution is used to
estimate the texture parameters needed for synthesis process.
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Figure 5: Jointly extraction of motion parameters and texture parameters.

The textureT (m) at each point now is a ”blended” version of the sample images (not from cyber scanner).
For a triangular meshed face model, as the face model Candide[1] used in this work, the ”blending” function
is estimated based on each triangular patch using LS solution. Let A = (P1,P2, ...,PN) wherePi is the column
vector consists of the pixel value in texturei. Let B = (Q1,Q2, ...,QN)T represent the column vector of the real
pixel value from the input image,W = (wi,w2...,wN) is the weights (blending function). We can write:

AW = B, (7)

The LS solution gives the blending function as:

W = (AT A)−1AT B. (8)

The main difference of the ”jointed” method with ”separate”method is the extraction of texture. In ”sepa-
rate” method, the texture is extracted from sample images and has to be done only once. The texture is thus a
normalized texture. In ”jointed” method these extraction is embedded in the motion estimation process and has
to be done for each input image. The texture could thus be referred assample based texture. Although more
complicate, in theory the ”jointed” method should outperform the ”separate” method. This is because for the
”separate” method, the texture is got at the cost of normalizing all sample images, which is a process of losing
information. For the ”jointed” method there is no normalization operation, so there is less problem of losing
information. Another advantage of the ”jointed” method is that it does not rely on expensive equipment such as
cyber scanner and is a suitable choice to set up a small scale MBC system. The sABS is highly rely on the speed
of calculation speed, which could be foreseen as small challenge in the future.

4 Experiment and conclusion

In order to validate our analysis, we conducted an experiment using both ”separate” method and ”jointed” method
to extract parameter for a MBC encoder. After the extractionof the motion parameter and texture parameter, the
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video is reconstructed using both the normalized texture (come from ”separate” method) and the sample based
texture (come from ”jointed” method).

A video sequence of length of 50 frames is collected. Beside,three sample image is collected and manually
fitted off-line. For the separate method case, the normalized texture is calculated from the manually fitted sample
images. For the jointed method, the texture extraction is based on only these three images. The three sample
images are shown in Fig. 6.

 
Figure 6: The three sample images used for texture mapping.

The comparison experiment result is shown in Fig. 7, where the solid line represent the result PSNR using
sample based texture, the dash dot line shows the result PSNRcurve using normalized texture. There is an average
of 3dB difference for the two PSNR curves. The motion of head varies big in the whole sequence, several sample
head image is attached in the figure to show the head pose.

Our analysis and experiment shows that using sample based texture outperforms using the normalized texture.
The development of hardware and computing speed could help to simplify the parameter extraction by using
perturbation based method. This suggests a cheaper way to set up the MBC system.
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Figure 7: The result PSNR after texture mapping using normalized texture (dash doted line) and sample based
texture (solid line) for a test video sequence.
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